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the demand of the minority communities for safeguards. If Indian politicians ap-
proach the great problems ahead in this spirit, if they rid their minds of distrust
of the Britisher and adopt co-operation and not non-co-operation as the motto, they
will find our community ready and willing to help them."
Sir M. Visweswaraya and Nawab Ali Nawaz Jung Bahadur, in the report publish-
ed on the 9th October of their inquiry into the. Sukkur Barrage
Sukkur Barrage project, dwell on some of its defects. But taking the scheme
Scheme	on the whole they declare that they can think of no better or
clearer alternative. Cklt is not to be expected," they say, "that a
great and complicated scheme of this magnitude will be perfect in all details. Natural
conditions will not lend themselves favourably in every direction, and no big under-
taking of this size can be carried out without risks and with some local interest or
other. Should unforeseen risks or difficulties arise in the future, the resources of
engineering should be able to cope with them.*'
The scheme, the report says, is expected to make an appreciable addition to
production and food supply in this part of India, and it will bring prosperity to
Sind. It pays a tribute to the officer-in-charge of the scheme, and makes recommen-
dations for ensuring uninterrupted future progress of the scheme.
As the scheme is not expected to earn enough to pay full interest on the borrowed
capital for 10 years after completion, the Government of In.dia should be approached,
the report suggests, to take over the whole of a substantial share of the debt and
with it also a reasonable share of the future revenues from the scheme, the principal
reason being that the scheme is too big a financial proposition for the presidency
with its slender resources to handle till the work begins to pay. If this is not done
and if the land sales fail to bring in substantial proceeds, the charges on revenues
of the presidency may prove a "heavy burden and a source of continued embarrass-
ment to the Bombay Government, in the long term of years.
For a yen past Bengal has been troubled by sporadic strikes culminating at   the
end   of July   in   the   big stoppage in the jute mills.   These
Labour Situation in     disturbances   have   all   had   the   same   character.   Usually
Bengal	there   has   been   no   notice and no statement of demands to
the   management.   The   workers   have   simply   walked out.
Generally the strike movement was preceded by^ some loose formation of a union
got together ad hoc by a lawyer or a politician and representing a mere fraction
of^ the actual workers. The Indian is peculiarly susceptible to intimidation and to
lying rumour, and a handful of determined men can get a whole population out
on strike wrote the Calcutta correspondent of "The Times" to that paper under
date 26 October.
Although the labour troubles in Bengal have not been attended by violent
incidents on^the same scale as in Bombay, loyal workers have been reluctant on
many^ occasions to enter the mills. Strikes engineered in this way cannot be
effectively settled in the absence of any union to which the workers owe allegiance.
Partly by the intervention of the Government of Bengal, the jute strikes were
nominally ended on ternos accepted by the leaders. For weeks afterwards there
was^ troubla ^ first with one mill and then with another, the workers entering or
leaving at their will. The normal condition for the last two months has been one
of uncertainty and unrest, although practically all the demands of the strikers
have been met.
By the time-table of the Indian National Congress, as laid down at Calcutta
last year, mass civil disobedience is to begin on Januaiy 1, unless in the meantime
Dominion Status has been conceded to India. Hitherto, the threat has been
somewhat lightly regarded by European opinion, although the experience* of 1920-
21, showed that if the masses of the population could be aroused to refuse work
and to agitate against the Government very real embarrassment could be caused
to the Executive. Latterly Europeans have had reason to change their mind, because
the form of the threat has changed, and with that change the prospects of serious
disturbance are greatly enhanced.
The movement towards violence in Bengal was crushed in 1924 by the Bengal
Ordinance and the Criminal Law Amendment Act. All the leaders who were
then interned have long since been released. The promptitude with which the
Government struck on that occasion shifted the centre of violence to the United

